Cold Sake
ｐ
Hakutsuru

白鶴

300ml

9.5

375ml

12.95

Light, fresh and smooth taste

Shochikubai Nigori 松竹梅にごり
Naturally brewed, unfiltered sake with
a milky rice flavor.

Hananomai Katana

日本刀 超辛口

180ml

Hiko’s Dry Ka No Izumi Junmai

黒松白鹿 超辛

300ml

黒松白鹿 純米吟醸

Mu

17
Chobei

300ml

17

くろさわ

300ml

18.5

Kurosawa Junmai Kimoto, brewed in the traditional
way, is rich, deep, and well-balanced and compliments
Asian cuisine.

辛丹波

300ml

19.5

Honjozo. Superb, dry and crisp. A full-bodied,
rich taste that feels smooth on the palate

Momokawa Pearl 桃川パール

300ml

Junmai Ginjo Nigori Genshu.
750ml
Creamy Nigori, unfiltered. Sweet, full bodied.

15
29.5

60% of its original size--this sake is
slightly off-dry, with melon and tropical fruit
flavors with spice and mineral notes.

秀よし

300ml

30

長兵衛 大吟醸

300ml

30

久保田 千寿

720ml

59

鳥海山

720ml

89

八海山

720ml

89

久保田 万寿

720ml

140

Junmai Daiginjo. This is a well- balanced sake with a
green-apple-like aroma and a delicate flavor.
This refreshing sake leaves a smooth, dry finish.

300ml

20

280ml

More to Try
30

Lachamte Dry Sparkling This Sparkling dry sake shows
lively notes of white peaches and honeysuckle that are
underscored by hints of toasted almonds.
International Wine Challenge 2015, Silver Medal.

Dassai 50 “Otter Fest”

純米大吟醸

Junmai Ginjo.Insatiable, smooth and dry. Excellent
well-balanced flavor. From Niigata.

Kubota Manju

Junmai. Boasts an invigorating aroma and a smooth,
bright flavor. This sake is brewed in the traditional
Kimoto style, then finished in fresh Yoshino Cadar casks.

Hideyoshi

無

Junmai Diginjo. Six generations of Award Winning sake since
1874, with special local rice and Mt. Chokai spring water. A
unique yeast derived from flowers gives this exceptionally elegant
sake a pronounced floral bouquet. Hints of licorice and fresh
hearbs, coupled with dab of asian pear, make this a perfest
representation of Junmai Daiginjo.’08 INT.Sake challenge GOLD
+’08 INT.Wine Challenge SILVER.

Hakkaisan

Momokawa Diamond 桃川ダイアモンド 300ml
15
Junmai Ginjo with the rice milled to
750ml 29.5

菊正宗 樽酒

30

This is a well- balanced sake with a green-apple-like
aroma and a delicate flavor. This refreshing sake
leaves a smooth, dry finish.

Chokaisan

Kimumasamune Taru

300ml

Daiginjo. Full bodied, with a rich bouquet, yet has a refined,
drinkable flavor that holds up. Its rice is highly polished and
carefully fermented at a low temperature.

Kubota Senju

Karatanba

24

Junmai Daiginjo. An exquisite, delicate sake,
emblematic of the daiginjo style. Wonderful floral,
melon, and herbal nuances will delight you.

Junmai Ginjo has a fresh and fruity flavor and
a refreshing taste with a suppressed sweetness.

Kurosawa

300ml

15

Junmai. Very dry, rich body, light and smooth.

Junmai Ginjo

出羽鶴 純米にごり

Junmai Nigori. Bright and clear as its natural spring source.
Aromas of green apples and melons with hints of citrus
and almonds. Delicate, dry, and creamy with a clean finish.

Aromatic and crisp with elements of ripe tree fruit and
a malty finish. Nihonbare rice from Ohmi Basin.
Mount Suzuka soft spring water.

Extra Dry Junmai Ginjo. Full–bodied, a super-dry strong
presence. Weighty depth with a Smokey finish. Very bold…
just like a “KATANA”(samurai sword). 2012 BTI World
Wine Championships GOLD Medal.

Chokara

Dewatsuru

獺祭純米大吟醸 50

300ml 30

Junmai Daiginjo. Light, balanced, clean and easy drinking,
this is a star. It’s wonderful for beginners to get into sake
and fantastic for others to simply enjoy. Simply fantastic.

J-pop White Peach Sparkling

12oz

Chu-hi was the first Japanese-style sparkling cocktail
to appear on the Tokyo drinking scene in the late '70s.
Premium malt beverage with natural flavors.
Fresh and sweet flavor of white peaches.

6

Warm Sake

Wine
-----White-----

------House Warm Sake-----Small 5 / Large 8.5

Sauvignon Blanc

---Warm or Room temperature upon request--Otokoyama

男山

9/16

From Hokkaido since 1661. Lush, Rich, full bodied.

Kurosawa

Glass/Bottle

Rodney Strong

くろさわ

7.5/30

Sonoma, CA

Kendall Jackson

9/16

7.5/30

Sonoma, CA

Kurosawa Junmai Kimoto, brewed in the traditional way,
is rich, deep, and well-balanced and compliments Asian cuisine.

Pinot Grigio
Maso Canari

8.5/35

Italy

Beer

Chardonnay
Rodney Strong

Sapporo
Sapporo (Can)
Asahi
Kirin Ichiban
Kirin Light
Orion

Small

Tall

6.5
--6.5
6.5
6.5
7

8.95
8.95
8.95
8.95
--11

7.5/30

Sonoma, CA

Kendall Jackson

8/32

Sonoma, CA

-----Red----Cabernet Sauvignon
Kendall Jackson

10/40

Sonoma, CA

-----Japanese Premium Beer----Echigo Red Ale 越後レッドエール

330ml

10

Refined aroma, balanced between bitter and sweet. Easy to
enjoy for everyone, even those who like light beer.

Echigo Stout 越後スタウト
330ml 10
A Fairly full-bodied stout easy-drinking stout with notes
of cappuccino and roasted chestnuts. Malty and delicious.

Pinot Noir
Cambria

12.5/50

Santa Maria, CA

-----Plum Wine----Choya

チョーヤ梅酒

7.5 /30

Japan

Echigo Koshihikari 越後こしひかり 300ml (Can) 7.5
500ml
10
Craft rice beer, categorized as dry, the underlying natural
sweet flavors from the Koshihikari rice, appeal to non-dry
beer drinkers. It has a crip and refreshing flavor,
and exceptionally soothing and smooth quality.

-----Sparkling Wine----Ask your server for today’s availability

9.5

Soft Drink
Bottle Water (500ml)
Perrie (500ml)
S.PELLEGRINO (750ml)

An 18% gratuity will be added for party of any 6 or more.
We’ll gladly make separate or split checks, up to 3 per party.

1.5
2.75
4

Milk
Cranberry/Orange/Apple Juice
Iced Tea ---w.Refill
Ramune (200ml) ---ラムネ

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

---Japanese Carbonated Soft Drink in a glass bottle

Fountain Drink ---w/Refill
---Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Ginger Ale, Club Soda

2.5

